U. S. BATTLESHIP KEARSARGE IS THE FINEST IN THE WORLD.

SUCCESSFUL TEST OF HER DOUBLE-DECK TURRETS MAY REVOLUTIONIZE WARSHIP DESIGNING.

In Hotten minutes the broadside of the Kearsarge was fired against the enemy possible weighing 2,200 pounds in an equal line the larger can fire 1,000 pounds. Turned into battle, their weight being 10, in excess of 25, on a single battery for the warship nearly double that of the earlier half world.

THE FIRST ST. LOUIS BORN FRENCH WOMAN IS MAKING READY FOR DEATH.

When the Americans Came Mrs. Cecilia Aubuchon Was Abroad.

I SAW ONE MAN WHIPPED.

MRS. CECILIA AUBUCHON.

MRS. THOMAS S. MADISON.

WHO MADE THE TRIP FROM CANADA TO CHINA IN TWELVE DAYS.

KLONDIKE-TRAVEL RECORD BROKEN BY THIS WOMAN.